Brady Workstation Scan and Print Software Suite
Save time and money by maximizing label printing output,
reducing mistakes and streamlining production workflows
with the Brady Workstation Scan and Print Suite.
This suite allows you to consume data from a barcode scanner,
keyboard or custom script to quickly populate your own custom
label templates as part of a labeling workflow. Whether you
need to replicate labels for lab specimens, re-label supplied
parts for product assembly or label products based off work
orders, this software suite can solve your workflow needs.
Be sure to pair the Scan and Print software with a barcode
scanning device and Brady printer for the complete solution.

Improve Workflows With:
OO Scan
OO CSV

Mode. Scan existing barcodes to capture data and transfer onto a new label template.

Mode. Scan the name of a CSV file to print a specified batch of labels.

Script Mode. Perform advanced label operations such as parse scanned data or
serialize labels.

OO Custom

OO Easily

Set Print Quantities. Set your print quantity using the keyboard or your scanning device.

Workflows. Expand workflows to additional workstations on large projects using the
Export and Import feature.

OO Scalable

OO Bi-Directional

Printer Communication. Reduce material waste by knowing the material loaded

into a printer.

Ideal For Use In These Settings and More:
OO Laboratory

Settings. Replicate labels during sample testing.

OO Manufacturing

Facilities. Print multiple labels for product assembly, package contents and work orders.

OO Bio-Banks.

Replicate labels for aliquots.

OO Healthcare

Facilities. Replicate patient labels for use on multiple samples and paperwork.

OO Pharmaceutical

Companies. Print batch labels for clinical trial kits.

Free Software Trial at Workstation.BradyID.com/SCAN

Various Product Offerings
Stationary Kit: A stationary labeling solution to handle large labeling volumes.
Scan and Print software, BBP®33 benchtop printer and CR2600 wireless scanner.
Catalog # BWS-SPS-BBP33
Portable Kit: A portable labeling solution for those often on the move or work in small spaces.
Scan and Print software, BMP®61 portable printer and CR2600 wireless scanner.
Catalog # BWS-SPS-BMP61
Entry Level Kit: A low-cost stationary labeling solution.
Scan and Print software, BBP®12 benchtop printer and CR1400 corded scanner.
Catalog # BWS-SPS-BBP12
Sofware-Only: Scan and Print software for customers who already have a printer and
barcode scanner.
Scan and Print Software Suite
Catalog # BWS-SPS-CD
Mix & Match
Combine Scan and Print software with any of Brady’s printers and barcode scanners for a custom solution to meet your needs.
Custom Software
Contact Brady’s Application Engineering team at 877-864-3529 to discuss advanced Scan and Print capabilities.

For more information visit
Workstation.BradyID.com/SCAN
or call 888-272-3946.
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